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Broken toe on Saturday, no ride Sunday, Tuesday morning back on bike!

	

Beautiful view as the fog begins to burn offA bit of catching up to do. On Saturday, test-riding a bike for a chain-skipping problem, I

was successful. I got the chain to skip. Of course, I had to apply a huge amount of power to get it to do so, and when it did, it sent

me literally over the handlebars, doing a mid-air flip and landing on my back. I lay there for a minute, doing an inventory, checking

to make sure all my parts were intact and movable, before getting up. Left hand and left foot were not happy. Hand not quite so bad,

but the foot, the big toe, just didn't quite feel right. Becky and Kevin talked me into heading to Kaiser ER, which, of course, I rode a

bike to. Hey, injured, doesn't everybody ride a bike to the ER? 

Very gross photo of a very gross foot which you might not want to enlarge by clicking on it!I told the admitting person I thought I

had either a sprained or broken toe. She asked what my pain level was, 1 to 10 scale. I said truthfully, 2. She said no way was it

broken if pain was only a 2. Tried to explain to her that I don't typically feel pain from broken bones, but why bother, people don't

get that. Should have told her something like a 7 pain level and probably would have been seen sooner!

They take x-rays; hand is ok, big toe on left foot, what a surprise, it's broken. And it's swelling. Fun. Doc tells me to "buddy tape" it,

gives me a funny sort of shoe to try to keep the toe from taking much pressure, and tells me someone from podiatry will give me a

call in a few days. Unfortunately, as expected, I wasn't able to ride Sunday because I really couldn't get a shoe on that foot. I did try.

I did fail. It wasn't just pain; it just wouldn't fit. Foot looked like a puffer fish. Pretty depressing, not being able to ride on a Sunday,

and concerned about how much longer I might be out of commission. Visions of casts for 3 or 4 weeks, that sort of thing.

This morning I took some pre-emptive action against that possibility, by proving I was nuts enough to ride anyway. I used an older

shoe of Kevin's, from back in the day when he fit a much larger size, and rode with that on my left foot, regular shoe on my right

foot. Felt a bit weird, sure, but I was able to ride, and that's the important thing. Especially since I wanted some leverage with any

doc that might be telling me I couldn't. 

The doc actually called while I was on the ride; I got back to him later and the news was basically about as good as it could be. First

good news- there's nothing they can do for a toe broken where mine was. No casting. Second good new- I really couldn't do anything

to it that would make it worse or take longer to recover! Riding was fine, especially since cycling shoes have stiff soles, distributing

the pressure.

So, things are not so bad. Dodged a close one!
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